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The posterior parietal cortex (PPC) plays an important role in
controlling voluntary movements by continuously integrating
sensory information about body state and the environment. We
tested which subregions of the PPC contribute to the processing of
target- and body-related visual information while reaching for an
object, using a reaching paradigm with 2 types of visual
perturbation: displacement of the visual target and displacement
of the visual feedback about the hand position. Initially, functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) was used to localize putative
target areas involved in online corrections of movements in
response to perturbations. The causal contribution of these areas
to online correction was tested in subsequent neuronavigated
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) experiments. Robust TMS
effects occurred at distinct anatomical sites along the anterior
intraparietal sulcus (aIPS) and the anterior part of the supra-
marginal gyrus for both perturbations. TMS over neighboring sites
did not affect online control. Our results support the hypothesis that
the aIPS is more generally involved in visually guided control of
movements, independent of body effectors and nature of the visual
information. Furthermore, they suggest that the human network of
PPC subregions controlling goal-directed visuomotor processes
extends more inferiorly than previously thought. Our results also
point toward a good spatial specificity of the TMS effects.
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Introduction

Every day, humans reach for objects in the environment with

an incredible high degree of precision. Such behavior is

seemingly effortless, even when sudden perturbations such as

object relocations occur (Prablanc and Martin 1992; Pisella

et al. 2000). This skill necessitates the fast processing of

sensory information about our body and the environment in

order to continuously control our movement (Desmurget and

Grafton 2000). The sensory information available is usually

composed of visual information about the object to reach for

(called external visual information in the following), visual

information about the body’s effectors (called body-related

visual information in the following), and proprioceptive

information about the body’s effectors.

The brain regions integrating information from different

sensory channels for motor control have been investigated in

humans using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)

and transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS; for reviews, see

Culham and Valyear 2006; Iacoboni 2006; Filimon 2010).

Although there is agreement that the posterior parietal cortex

(PPC) contributes to many processes for online control of

reaching movements, like coordinate transformations, the

reported subregions vary substantially between studies. This

might be due, on the one hand, to the wide variety of tasks used

in the different studies and on the other hand to the high

interindividual variance in neuroanatomy within the PPC

(Grefkes and Fink 2005). Therefore, a consensus on the

functional neuroanatomy of the human PPC in motor control

is still missing. While studies on nonhuman primates deliver

a more clear-cut view on this topic, applying this knowledge to

humans remains a challenge, as pointed out by recent

comparative work (Culham and Kanwisher 2001; Grefkes and

Fink 2005).

The goal of the present study was to identify subregions of

the PPC that contribute to the integration of visual information

during online control of reaching movements. In order to

distinguish between the processing of external and body-

related visual information, 2 types of perturbations were

investigated in a reach-to-target paradigm: displacement of

the visual target (corresponding to external visual information;

Prablanc and Martin 1992) and displacement of the visual

feedback of the hand position (corresponding to body-related

visual information; Sarlegna et al. 2003). The former perturba-

tion was investigated both with and without visual feedback

about the hand position as the ‘‘mode’’ of motor control might

differ as a function of the available visual information about the

hand (Krakauer et al. 1999; Reichenbach et al. 2009).

Consequently, different processes and brain regions might be

recruited to some extent. Furthermore, when visual informa-

tion about the target and proprioceptive information from the

body effectors has to be integrated, extra coordinate trans-

formations are necessary to bring this information into

a common frame of reference.

In contrast to prior studies (Desmurget et al. 1999;

Johnson and Haggard 2005; Chib et al. 2009), we combined

an fMRI localizer task with subsequent neuronavigated TMS

experiments for the same subjects. The fMRI localizer gave

an approximate overview over the areas generally involved in

online control during visuomotor processing. This enabled

accurate selection of individual TMS stimulation sites. Our

approach therefore took into account interindividual
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differences in (functional) neuroanatomy of the human PPC.

The fMRI localizer yielded a better spatial localization of the

TMS results, while TMS allowed us to causally disentangle

necessary from coactivated brain areas, thus underpinning

the importance of a subset of the areas detected by fMRI.

Materials and Methods

General Procedure
Nine healthy volunteers (aged 23--34 years, 5 females) including 2 of

the authors participated in the study. Besides the authors, all subjects

were naive to the purpose of the study. They had normal or corrected-

to-normal vision and no history of neurological disorders. Written

informed consent was obtained for each subject prior to the first

experiment. The study was conducted in accordance with the

Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the local ethics committee

of the Medical Faculty of the University of Tübingen. Each subject

participated in several experimental sessions in which he/she was first

familiarized with the overall procedure, then the fMRI data were

recorded, and finally the different TMS experiments were performed.

Successive sessions were separated by 1 week or more. During the MRI

scan and the TMS experiments, subjects wore earplugs to prevent

hearing damage and auditory influence on task performance. One

subject dropped out in the course of the study due to personal reasons

unrelated with the experiment.

Two different visual perturbations were applied in order to

investigate the subregions of the PPC contributing to the integration

of external and body-related visual information during reaching: the

displacement of the visual target (abbreviated TD indicating ‘‘target

displacement,’’ Fig. 1a) and the displacement of the visual feedback

about the hand position (abbreviated HD indicating ‘‘hand displace-

ment,’’ Fig. 1b) after onset of the reaching movement.

In the fMRI localizer task, brain regions were identified that were

robustly activated during reaching (compared with fixation with

matched visual input) and, in addition, were more active during

perturbed than during unperturbed reaching (Fig. 2a--c). Brain region

identification was done separately for TD and HD. These regions, and

additionally some control sites, provided the basis for selecting the

stimulation sites of the subsequent (causal) TMS experiments. The

paradigms for the TMS and fMRI experiments were matched apart from

one detail, in order to prevent artifacts in the fMRI images. In the fMRI

localizer, we used finger reaching with the tip of the index finger

attached to an MR-compatible joystick placed beside the hip and the

visual scene projected onto a coil mounted mirror. The TMS experi-

ments were conducted in a virtual reality environment with spatially

matched visual and haptic scenes where the subjects had to perform

fully fledged reaching movements with their right arm using a robot

arm as manipulandum (Supplementary Fig. S1). Importantly, however,

the type and extent (in degrees) of the visual perturbations were the

same for both imaging modalities.

In the TMS main experiments, we tested whether the subjects’ ability

to correct for visual perturbations was reduced when magnetic pulses

were applied to the brain regions previously identified by fMRI but not

when applied to control sites. The first 2 TMS experiments investigated

the responses to visual TDs, first with and then without visual feedback

about the hand position (TMS experiment 1: TD_HF and TMS

experiment 2: TD_nHF, Fig. 1a). In the third experiment, the effects

of displacing the visual feedback about the hand position were tested

(TMS experiment 3: HD, Fig. 1b).

Details on the fMRI localizer experiment can be found in the

Supplementary Data B. The following paragraphs first describe how the

TMS stimulation sites were derived from the fMRI results and then

depict the methods of the TMS experiments. The Results section is

identically organized.

TMS Stimulation Sites
The peak activations within the regions that exhibited higher blood

oxygen level--dependent (BOLD) activity during perturbed than during

unperturbed reaching in the fMRI localizer task (Fig. 2b,c) were used to

determine the TMS stimulation sites. Most TMS stimulation sites were

based on group results. The statistical group maps were transformed

back from Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space to the space of

the individual structural images, and the closest coil position on the

skull was determined for each activation peak using custom-written

MATLAB routines (The MathWorks). The routines used the surface

reconstruction of the skull as obtained with BrainVoyager 2000 (Brain

Innovation). Additional individual stimulation sites were defined

whenever the individual activation peak within a given anatomical

region was spatially offset from the corresponding peak in the group

map, that is, when planning the coil position based on the individual

activation peak resulted in a coil position >10 mm apart from the

position planned on the peak of the group activation. In the TMS

experiments, these individual sites were tested in addition to the sites

derived from the fMRI group activations. An additional level for the

factor ‘‘stimulation site’’ was defined for the statistical group analyses

whenever an anatomical region included individual stimulation sites:

The first level representing a particular region was based solely on the

TMS data gathered at the fMRI group site (indicated by the subscript

‘‘group’’ in the following). The additional level was used to represent

the individual test sites. It contained the data from the individual sites

whenever they existed and the data acquired at the group site for the

remaining subjects (indicated by the subscript ‘‘indiv’’ in the following).

In each case, data from all 9 subjects (8 subjects for experiment 2)

were used to compile the TMS results at the group level.

TMS Experiments: Technical Setup
A mirror-setup with a top-mounted CRT monitor and shutter glasses

(StereoGraphics/REAL D) was used to render the 3D visual scene in

spatial congruence to the haptic scene (Supplementary Fig. S1). The

latter was controlled by a robot arm (DekiFeD, Technische Universität

München, Germany; Buss and Schmidt 1999) used as manipulandum

that restricted the hand movements to a horizontal plane. The subjects

kept the handle that was mounted on the robot arm grasped with the

right-hand throughout an experimental block, and the visual feedback

about the hand position (represented by a red sphere), whenever given,

corresponded spatially to the top of this handle. The robot arm actively

followed the hand movements to minimize its inertia as felt by the

subject. Visual scene presentation and acquisition of the kinematic data

were performed at 120 Hz. For additional details, please refer to

Reichenbach et al. (2009).

Saccade detection was realized online via electrooculography (EOG)

on a separate computer. Three small cup electrodes were placed on the

subject’s face, above and below the right eye, and the reference in the

center of the forehead. The electrodes were connected to the AD-

converter (DAQ2205; Adlink Technology Inc., sampling rate 10 kHz) of

the computer via an amplifier (Psylab, Contact Precision Instruments

Inc.). A custom-written MATLAB program reported the saccades to the

computer that controlled the experiment. The EOG threshold was

adjusted for each subject so that the saccade triggers corresponded to

the initial acceleration period of the eye movement.

Biphasic TMS stimuli were applied using a Medtronic MagPro X100

stimulator (MagVenture) with a MC-B70 butterfly coil. The coil position

was monitored using a neuronavigation system (BrainView, Fraunhofer

IPA; for a description of the system, see Kammer et al. (2007)). The

spatial accuracy of the registration between the subject’s real head and

his anatomical MR image in the neuronavigation system was established

at the beginning and checked again at the end of each session using the

positions of clearly visible landmarks (e.g., nasion and inion). The coil

was held manually by a trained investigator, keeping the coil position in

a range of 2 mm to the preplanned stimulation sites. Blocks were

repeated whenever the distance of the coil to the stimulation site

exceeded 2 mm. The stimulation intensity was chosen to meet 2

competing goals: It should be as high as possible to maximize the

impact on the stimulation site without eliciting direct effects on M1.

For this purpose, the coil was placed at the most anterior stimulation

site at the beginning of each session, and the intensity was gradually

decreased until no motor responses were elicited in the finger muscles

any more for at least 10 consecutive trials (tested by recording surface

electromyography from the relaxed first dorsal interosseus). Sub-

sequent control measurements confirmed that this procedure resulted
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in a stimulation intensity of ~90% relative to the individual motor

threshold. Finger muscles were used for this purpose as it is known that

these muscles exhibit the lowest TMS thresholds. The coil was initially

oriented parallel to the central sulcus and adjusted when necessary.

This procedure resulted in stimulation intensities of 48--61% of

maximum stimulator output.

TMS Experiments: Procedure and Behavioral Task
In separate sessions, 3 different visual conditions were tested:

displacement of the visual target, first with and then without visual

feedback about the hand position (TMS experiment 1: TD_HF and

TMS experiment 2: TD_nHF, Fig. 1a), and displacement of the visual

feedback about the hand position (TMS experiment 3: HD, Fig. 1b).

The independent variables tested that were common to all 3

experiments were position of the target (15� to the left/15� to the

right), visual perturbation (7.5� to the right/7.5� to the left/none),

and TMS (yes/no). The number of trials without TMS was equated to

the number of TMS trials. The timing between the initial saccade to

the visual target and the magnetic pulses (called TMS stimulus onset

asynchrony (SOA) in the following) was 40 ms. For experiment 2

(TD_nHF), an additional later TMS SOA of 80 ms was used, resulting in

3 levels for the variable TMS in this case (80 ms/40 ms/no). The

additional TMS SOA was based on results from a prior psychophysical

study (Reichenbach et al. 2009) which indicated that online

corrections to displaced targets are slower when visual feedback

about the hand position was not available.

A session proceeded in complete darkness and consisted of several

blocks, including an initial training block to familiarize the subject with

the task. One block lasted 10--15 min and contained 72 trials, covering all

possible combinations of the independent variables. The order of

presentation was fully randomized to prevent any predictability or

anticipation of the visual perturbation and the administration of TMS.

Altogether, 12 repetitions were recorded for each combination of

independent variables, resulting in 2 (TMS experiments 1 and 3) or 4

(TMS experiment 2) blocks per TMS stimulation site. The order of

stimulation sites was randomized to prevent training or fatigue effects

frombiasing the results.With exception of the right hemispheric control

site, the stimulation positions were undistinguishable for the subjects.

Depending on the experiment and the subject (having individual test

sites or not), the number of stimulation sites varied between 3 and 8. The

highest number of sites was tested for TD_HF so that some of the control

sites were tested in a separate session for this visual condition.

A trial started with the presentation of the starting position with the

visual feedback about the hand position present. The starting position

was randomly jittered in a 2 3 2 cm area located 10 cm in front of the

subject about the body midline. After the hand had been maintained in

the starting position for about 1 s, the target appeared and the starting

position disappeared. The target was displayed at 20 cm distance from

Figure 1. Upper panel: schematic sketch of the arrangement of the visual scene for both the fMRI and the TMS experiments. The locations of the starting position and of the
visual targets are shown as filled magenta circles. The grayed out components illustrate the scenario at the end of the perturbed movements if the subject had not corrected for
the corresponding perturbation. All perturbations required an amendment of the hand by 7.5� (rotated relative to the starting circle) from the original target direction at the end of
the reaching movement. (a) The spatial displacements of the visual target (TD) are depicted as open circles (fMRI condition 2 and TMS experiments 1 and 2). (b) The open circles
indicate the displacements of the visual feedback about the hand position (HD) (fMRI condition 3 and TMS experiment 3). Lower panel: mean kinematic data (dashed lines: SE
across subjects) for illustration of TpPath25 for IPSgroup (c) and reach (d) for the first TMS experiment (TD_HF). Data of all perturbed conditions are collapsed and only the lateral
position of the hand (i.e., the component perpendicular to the original reaching direction) is plotted against time. As long as the hand is heading straight to the original target, no
lateral displacement is visible on the y-axis. The displacement of 7.5� in a distance of 20 cm corresponds to a lateral displacement of 26.1 mm. Corresponding spatial 2D
trajectories can be found in the Supplementary Data (Supplementary Fig. S2).
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the starting position, and its location was 15� on either side of the body

midline. The subject’s task was to look at and reach for the target as

quickly and precisely as possible. In experiment 2 (TD_nHF), the visual

feedback about the hand position disappeared as soon as the target

appeared. The time at which the velocity of the hand dropped below 1

cm/s again was defined as the end of the trial. In between trials, the

visual scene disappeared for 2 s.

Visual perturbations were set to occur while the subject performed

the saccade to the target to prevent them being consciously perceived

(Zuber and Stark 1966). In the first 2 experiments (TD_HF and

TD_nHF), the visual target was displaced 7.5� on either side of its

original location (Fig. 1a). In the third experiment (HD), the visual

feedback about the hand position was translated perpendicular to the

original reaching direction on either side of its original location to yield

in an offset of 7.5� at the end of the movement (Fig. 1b).

In TMS trials, 3 magnetic pulses were applied at a frequency of 60 Hz.

The first pulse was delivered at a fixed delay of 40 ms (or 80 ms for the

later SOA in experiment 2) with respect to the time of the visual

perturbation (i.e., after the saccade). The 3 pulses of the 40 ms SOA

covered a period of 33 ms after hand movement onset (Desmurget et al.

1999).

In order for participants to remain naive throughout the complete

duration of the study, no explicit questions about the subject’s

awareness of the applied perturbations were asked. Instead, after each

session, the subjects were encouraged to disclose any oddity they

encountered during the course of the experiment. Some subjects

reported that sometimes it ‘‘felt weird’’ or about ‘‘being worse than

expected’’ but all clearly missed the real reason for it.

TMS Experiments: Behavioral Measures and Data Analysis
The onset and offset of the movement were defined as the time at

which the velocity of the robot arm exceeded and fell below 2 cm/s,

respectively. Trials were excluded from further analysis if total time,

total path length, or peak velocity were outside the range of the

subject’s mean ± 3 3 standard deviation. The impact of TMS on the

online corrections to the visual perturbations was assessed by

applying 2 different measures to the kinematic data. The time point

at which the mean trajectory first exceeded 25% of the distance

necessary to fully compensate for the perturbation was used as

temporal measure of the correction onset (TpPath25; Fig. 1c,d;

Reichenbach et al. 2009). The absolute value of the maximum

deviation between the recorded trajectory and an ‘‘ideal trajectory’’

(i.e., a straight line between the starting position and the final target)

was used as the spatial measure for the amount of incorrect reaching

(MaxDev). Additionally, measurements of the overall reaching time

(ReachTime) and endpoint accuracy (EndAcc) were assessed. The

latter was defined as the distance of the final hand position to the

final target, whereby the evaluation was restricted to the component

perpendicular to the original reaching direction (a displacement of

7.5� in the distance of 20 cm yields in a lateral displacement of 26.1

mm). Group analyses for each TMS experiment were conducted with

repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs) on the factors

TMS (TMS SOA(s)/TMS not applied) and stimulation site. Sub-

sequently, for each stimulation site, preplanned comparisons

between each TMS SOA versus TMS not applied were conducted.

Fisher’s least significant difference tests were used for multiple

comparisons correction when the interaction of the ANOVA was

Figure 2. Left panel: fMRI activation patterns for the group analysis (all maps were thresholded using Z5 2.3 at voxel level and P5 0.05 corrected at cluster level; MNI space).
The entire fMRI experiment was conducted with visual feedback about the cursor position present. (a) Activation pattern for general reaching compared with fixation. The
depicted slices were selected using the MNI coordinates of the local peak activation in the left PPC. This contrast was used as mask for the subsequent fMRI analyses.
(b) Activation pattern for displacement of the visual target (TD) compared with unperturbed reaching. The depicted slices were selected according to the position of the absolute
peak activation, the latter residing within the left PPC. This activation map served as basis for planning the stimulation sites of TMS experiments 1 and 2 (Fig. 2d). (c) Activation
pattern for displacement of the visual feedback of the ‘‘hand’’ position, that is, the cursor position on the screen (HD) compared with unperturbed reaching. The slices were
selected according to the local peak activation in the left PPC. This activation map was used to plan the stimulation sites of TMS experiment 3 (Fig. 2e). Right panel:
(d) stimulation sites for TMS experiments 1 and 2 with displacement of the visual target (TD) as derived from the fMRI activations. (e) Stimulation sites for TMS experiment 3
with displacement of the visual feedback about the hand position (HD). The MNI group coordinates were transformed in one subject’s individual space and then projected onto
the rendered 3D reconstruction of this subjects’ left hemisphere. The ‘‘needles’’ indicate the different coil positions: Their direction is aligned perpendicular to the TMS coil and
their head is located directly at the center of the coil on the skull. The white lines highlight the principle sulci: central sulcus (CS), postcentral sulcus (PCS), IPS.
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significant. Reported values are mean ± standard error (SE) across

subjects, unless stated otherwise.

Results

TMS Stimulation Sites: Results of the fMRI Localizer Task

General reaching-related activity compared with fixation

mainly clustered in the left hemisphere (Fig. 2a), spanning

from motor cortex over somatosensory cortex to the PPC.

Additional strong activations occurred bilaterally in the frontal

lobes (including premotor areas) and the right cerebellum. A

smaller cluster was present in the right PPC. The peak

activation within the left PPC was used to plan a TMS control

site (‘‘reach’’; see Tables 1--3 for the MNI coordinates on which

all stimulation sites are based upon). Evaluation of the

behavioral data confirmed that the subjects corrected for the

visual perturbations, even though the overall movements were

small (data not shown).

The stimulation sites for TMS experiment 1 (TD_HF; Fig. 2d)

were based on the comparison of reaching trials with

displacement of the visual target (TD) versus unperturbed

trials (Fig. 2b). A large left-lateralized cluster exhibited

enhanced BOLD activity during perturbed versus unperturbed

reaching. The peak difference was observed in the anterior part

of the intraparietal sulcus (resulting in stimulation site IPSgroup)

and additional local peaks occurred on the anterior supra-

marginal gyrus (aSMG) and the anterior superior parietal lobe

(resulting in sites SMGgroup and SPLgroup). Additionally, 3

subjects had robust individual peaks more posteriorly within

the IPS (resulting in individual TMS stimulation sites displaced

by 11--17 mm from IPSgroup), and 5 subjects had robust

individual peaks more inferiorly on the SMG (resulting in

individual TMS stimulation sites having a distance of 19--39 mm

to SMGgroup). These positions were included as additional

individual TMS stimulation sites (IPSindiv and SMGindiv). At the

group level, the comparison revealed an additional small peak

in the right PPC that approximately mirrored the position of

IPSgroup and that was therefore selected as control stimulation

site over the right hemisphere (IPSright). One additional test site

was obtained using the procedure of Desmurget et al. (1999),

independent of the fMRI localizer results. For TMS experiment

2 (TD_nHF), which served as an addendum to test whether the

observed TMS effects (as described below) depended on visual

feedback about the hand position, we used a subset of these

sites (IPSindiv, SMGindiv, and SPLgroup).

The sites for TMS experiment 3 (HD; Fig. 2e) were based on

regions that exhibited enhanced BOLD activity for reaching

trials with displacement of the visual feedback about the hand

position (HD) versus unperturbed trials (Fig. 2c). The peak

difference within the PPC was located in the anterior part of

the IPS (resulting in site IPSHDgroup). Six subjects had robust

individual peaks on the inferior SMG (resulting in individual

TMS stimulation sites 11--33 mm distant to SMGgroup) that were

used as additional stimulation sites (SMGHDindiv). At the group

level, a peak was present in the right IPS that served as control

site over the right hemisphere (IPSHDright). Positions SMGgroup

(situated between IPSHDgroup and SMGHDindiv) and SPLgroup
were included as additional test sites in order to cover the

complete region ranging from SMG to SPL comparable with the

preceding 2 experiments. At both positions, BOLD activity for

HD trials was clearly enhanced compared with unperturbed

reaching, even though it did not peak there.

TMS Experiment 1: Displacement of the Visual Target with
Visual Feedback of the Hand Position (TD_HF)

For trials with displacement of the visual target, overall

reaching times were selectively prolonged by TMS stimulation

over sites IPSgroup, SMGgroup, and SMGindiv (ReachTime in Table 1;

interaction TMS 3 stimulation site: F7,56 = 3.77; P < 0.01).

Endpoint accuracy was generally good and not affected by TMS

stimulation (EndAcc in Table 4). The online correction for the

perturbation started significantly later when TMS was applied

over sites IPSgroup, IPSindiv, and SMGindiv (TpPath25 in Table 1;

interaction TMS 3 stimulation site: F7,56 = 2.85; P < 0.05).

Accordingly, the maximum deviation was enhanced when TMS

was applied over these sites (MaxDev in Table 1; interaction

TMS 3 stimulation site: F7,56 = 2.21; P < 0.05).

Including test sites based on individual fMRI data shifted the

mean position of the IPS stimulation site only 4 mm posteriorly.

Accordingly, the TMS effects were comparable in both cases

(IPSindiv vs. IPSgroup in Table 1). In contrast, the inclusion of

individual sites shifted the mean stimulation site over the SMG

12 mm lateral-inferiorly and resulted in markedly more stable

TMS effects (SMGindiv vs. SMGgroup in Table 1). As the usage of

individual sites tended to stabilize the TMS effects, we used

IPSindiv and SMGindiv rather than the corresponding group sites

in TMS experiment 2.

TMS Experiment 2: Displacement of the Visual Target
without Visual Feedback of the Hand Position (TD_nHF)

Compared with the preceding experiment, reaching times

were generally slightly shorter (4 ms, Table 4) but were not

affected by TMS at any of the 3 stimulation sites (Table 4; main

effect of TMS on ReachTime: P > 0.5; interaction TMS 3

stimulation site: P > 0.05). The spatial accuracy of the reaching

movements was reduced compared with the preceding

experiment, as reflected by larger SEs for EndAcc (Table 4).

When separately analyzing the data for the TMS SOAs 40 and

80 ms, the results revealed a tendency toward later correction

onsets and enhanced maximum deviation for stimulation sites

IPSindiv and SMGindiv compared with SPLgroup (data not shown).

This pattern is similar to the data obtained with visual feedback

about the hand position. However, they did not reach statistical

significance due to the generally large variability of the

movements. We therefore pooled the 2 TMS SOAs in each

subject before performing the group analysis. For site SMGindiv,

this helped to confirm longer general reaching times (Reach-

Time in Table 2; interaction TMS 3 stimulation site: F2,14 = 3.56;

P = 0.05) and a later correction onset (TpPath25 in Table 2;

interaction TMS 3 stimulation site: F2,14 = 3.69; P = 0.05) for

trials with versus without TMS. The endpoint accuracy was

selectively affected by TMS over site IPSindiv (EndAcc in Table 2;

interaction TMS 3 stimulation site: F2,14 = 4.82; P < 0.05).

TMS Experiment 3: Displacement of the Visual Feedback of
the Hand Position (HD)

For trials where the visual feedback about the hand position

was displaced, the overall reaching time was selectively

prolonged by TMS stimulation over sites SMGgroup and

SMGHDindiv (Table 3). As expected from the results of prior

studies (Sarlegna et al. 2003, 2004), the correction for the visual

perturbation was generally incomplete due to some remaining

proprioceptive influence, resulting in negative values for

EndAcc (Table 4). This general tendency was not affected by
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TMS (main effect of TMS: P > 0.05) nor did it depend on the

stimulation site (Table 3; interaction TMS 3 stimulation site: P >

0.9). TMS over IPSHDgroup, SMGgroup, and SMGHDindiv selectively

delayed the onset of the correction to the perturbation

(TpPath25 in Table 3; interaction TMS 3 stimulation site:

F5,40 = 2.48; P < 0.05). Maximum deviation (MaxDev in Table 3)

was not affected by TMS when correcting for multiple compar-

isons. The apparent large TMS effect for IPSHDgroup stimulation

manifested as trend (P = 0.02 uncorrected; paired t-test).

Correlations between TMS Effects and fMRI Activation

For both conditions with visual feedback about the hand

position (TMS experiments 1 and 3), we tested whether the

size of TMS effects correlated with the individual fMRI ac-

tivation strengths across the different stimulation sites (Fig. 3).

A condition corresponding to TD_nHF was not tested in the

fMRI experiment and could therefore not be used for

a correlation analysis. For every stimulation site, the individual

fMRI effect strength was determined in each subject as the

mean Z value of the corresponding fMRI contrast in a cylindrical

mask with radius 5 mm and height 3 cm beneath the TMS coil

center. Subsequently, we tested whether the individual TMS

effect, as assessed by TpPath25 and MaxDev, correlated with

the fMRI effect strength across sites and subjects. The TMS and

fMRI effects were ranked across all stimulation sites in each

subject in order to prevent that absolute differences between

Table 2
Results for TMS experiment 2 (TD_nHF)

Stimulation Site MNI coordinates, x, y, z in [mm], (±SD) TpPath25, [ms], (P values) MaxDev, [mm], (P values) ReachTime, [ms], (P values) EndAcc, [mm], (P values)

SPLgroup �36, �49, 57 �12.9 ± 10.3 �0.4 ± 0.6 �4.1 ± 2.8 0.9 ± 0.6
IPSindiv �42.9, �45.0, 52.9, (±1.9 4.7 4.3) 18.3 ± 13.6 1.0 ± 0.9 �9.2 ± 7.2 �1.8 ± 0.9, (<0.05)
SMGindiv �53.4, �32.5, 40.3, (±8.3 7.5 5.2) 22.4 ± 8.6, (<0.05) 0.9 ± 0.3 12.4 ± 6.2, (0.05) 0.0 ± 0.8

Note: The MNI coordinates upon which the TMS stimulation sites were planned are given and for TpPath25, MaxDev, ReachTime, and EndAcc, the difference ± SE between trials with versus without

TMS is given for each TMS stimulation site—the data of both TMS SOAs is collapsed. Statistically significant differences are marked bold.

Table 1
Results for TMS experiment 1 (TD_HF)

Stimulation site MNI coordinates, x, y, z in [mm], (±SD) TpPath25, [ms], (P values) MaxDev, [mm], (P values) ReachTime, [ms], (P values) EndAcc, [mm], (P values)

SPLgroup �36, �49, 57 9.4 ± 6.5 0.6 ± 0.5 �1.3 ± 5.3 �0.6 ± 0.3
IPSgroup �44, �42, 55 18.0 ± 7.9, (<0.01) 0.8 ± 0.4, (<0.05) 26.3 ± 16.5, (<0.01) 0.9 ± 0.6
IPSindiv �42.9/�45.0/52.9, (±1.9 4.7 4.3) 13.2 ± 6.5, (<0.05) 0.7 ± 0.3, (<0.05) 16.2 ± 15.4 0.1 ± 0.4
SMGgroup �45, �40, 45 9.5 ± 4.8 0.1 ± 0.2 46.0 ± 9.7, (<0.001) 0.6 ± 0.5
SMGindiv �53.4, �32.5, 40.3, (±8.3 7.5 5.2) 19.3 ± 8.3, (<0.01) 0.8 ± 0.4, (<0.05) 36.0 ± 7.8, (<0.001) 0.4 ± 0.4
IPSright 44, �42, 57 �3.2 ± 4.4 �0.2 ± 0.3 2.8 ± 8.4 0.1 ± 0.4
Reach �33, �56, 55 �3.4 ± 5.6 �0.2 ± 0.4 �3.8 ± 4.9 0.4 ± 0.4
Desmurget �33.9, �59.4, 62.8, (±3.8 3.4 2.3) �9.9 ± 4.8 �0.5 ± 0.5 5.9 ± 5.6 0.1 ± 0.2

Note: The MNI coordinates upon which the TMS stimulation sites were planned are given and for TpPath25, MaxDev, ReachTime and EndAcc, the difference ± SE between trials with versus without

TMS is given for each TMS stimulation site. Statistically significant differences are marked bold.

Table 3
Results for TMS experiment 3 (HD)

Stimulation Site MNI coordinates, x, y, z in [mm], (±SD) TpPath25, [ms], (P values) MaxDev, [mm], (P values) ReachTime, [ms], (P values) EndAcc, [mm], (P values)

SPLgroup �36, �49, 57 1.9 ± 7.4 0.2 ± 0.3 5.0 ± 10.3 0.3 ± 0.5
IPSHDgroup �39, �45, 50 15.2 ± 6.3, (<0.05) 1.2 ± 0.4 21.2 ± 9.1 0.1 ± 0.4
SMGgroup �45, �40, 45 26.8 ± 5.6, (<0.001) 0.5 ± 0.6 33.2 ± 5.6, (<0.01) 0.1 ± 0.3
SMGHDindiv �48.2, �34.2, 38.5, (±8.3 6.3 7.0) 16.3 ± 10.8, (<0.05) �0.2 ± 0.4 31.3 ± 12.3, (<0.01) 0.5 ± 0.7
IPSHDright 45, �39, 52 1.0 ± 10.0 0.2 ± 0.7 11.4 ± 8.8 0.6 ± 0.6
Reach �33, �56, 55 1.2 ± 6.5 �0.2 ± 0.5 13.6 ± 8.5 0.7 ± 0.3

Note: The MNI coordinates upon which the TMS stimulation sites were planned are given and for TpPath25, MaxDev, ReachTime, and EndAcc, the difference ± SE between trials with versus without

TMS is given for each TMS stimulation site. Statistically significant differences are marked bold. For ReachTime, the interaction TMS 3 stimulation site did not reach significance. Newman--Keuls rather

than Fisher least significant difference was therefore used for multiple comparisons correction in this case.

Table 4
Average absolute values across stimulation sites for all experiments

TpPath25 [ms] MaxDev [mm] ReachTime [ms] EndAcc [mm] PeakAcc [cm/s2] Time2peakAcc [ms]

Exp. 1: TD_HF TMS 404 ± 21 12.5 ± 0.9 669 ± 26 0.8 ± 0.5 642 ± 95 182 ± 11
No TMS 397 ± 20 12.2 ± 1.0 653 ± 26 0.5 ± 0.4 643 ± 95 181 ± 9

Exp. 2: TD_nHF TMS 40 398 ± 22 20.1 ± 2.0 654 ± 27 �0.1 ± 2.3 771 ± 74 174 ± 8
TMS 80 403 ± 25 20.9 ± 2.0 659 ± 30 �1.8 ± 2.4 805 ± 83 179 ± 9
No TMS 391 ± 20 20.0 ± 2.0 658 ± 28 �0.3 ± 2.1 779 ± 71 176 ± 10

Exp. 3: HD TMS 476 ± 26 19.4 ± 1.0 718 ± 35 �1.1 ± 0.6 709 ± 84 177 ± 12
No TMS 466 ± 22 19.1 ± 1.1 699 ± 32 �1.5 ± 0.7 727 ± 80 176 ± 13

Note: TpPath25, MaxDev, ReachTime, EndAcc, PeakAcc, and Time2peakAcc are listed separately for trials with TMS (for experiment 2 also separately the TMS SOAs) and without TMS, respectively. The

mean ± SE across subjects is given. Positive values of EndAcc represent overcompensation for the perturbation, negative values represent incomplete compensation.
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subjects, both in BOLD activation and for the TMS measure-

ments, affected the results. Subsequently, Spearman rank

correlation tests were conducted on the ranked data across

subjects. For TD_HF, both TMS measures were significantly

correlated with the fMRI effect (Fig. 3a; P < 0.05, q = 0.28 for

TpPath25; P < 0.01, q = 0.42 for MaxDev). For HD, TpPath25

correlated well with the fMRI effect (Fig. 3b; P < 0.05, q =
0.36). MaxDev did not show any correlation (Fig. 3b; P = 0.64;

q = –0.07), just as this measurement did not reveal strong

effects for TMS stimulation as well.

Discussion

We have demonstrated that TMS applied over the anterior IPS

(aIPS) and aSMG, but not over other sites on the PPC, reduced

the subjects’ ability to correct for visual perturbations during

reaching movements. This was clear for perturbations of both

external and body-related visual information (TMS experiments

1 and 3). Additionally, the cortical sites exhibiting TMS effects

remained the same when visual feedback about the hand

position was absent (TMS experiment 2). Taken together, our

results provide the first causal demonstration that the human

aIPS and aSMG are engaged in the integration of sensory

information for online control of reaching, independent of the

nature of the visual perturbation.

Our results provide support for the existence of 2 distinct,

but neighboring parietal regions (aIPS and aSMG): First, the

TMS effects consistently occurred over positions that exhibited

specific BOLD activity increases for perturbed versus un-

perturbed reaching in the fMRI experiment. The correlations

between fMRI and TMS results support the hypothesis of 2

distinct regions, even though this alone is not sufficient

evidence. Second, in TMS experiment 1, the effects at site

SMGgroup were very weak, while a stable impact of TMS

occurred at the more inferior position SMGindiv. That is, moving

the SMG site further away from the aIPS stabilized (rather than

attenuated) the TMS effects. Third, in TMS experiment 2,

stimulation over aIPS and SMGindiv yielded opposite behavioral

effects: impact on reaching accuracy versus timing of the

corrective movement. Fourth, in all experiments, TMS effects

were observed at the aIPS and SMGindiv with an average

distance of ~20 mm. In contrast, sites closer to the aIPS (SPL,

reach, and Desmurget; average distance ~12 mm to the aIPS

sites) consistently lacked any effect. Taken together, these

findings suggest 2 distinct target sites during the experiments

with visual TDs. TMS experiment 3 is less conclusive in this

respect as site SMGgroup between IPSHDgroup and SMGindiv also

showed strong effects, and the effects were similar across all 3

sites. However, the consistent spatial pattern found in all

Figure 3. Correlations between ranked fMRI and TMS effects. In the left panels, the TMS effect is measured with TpPath25 on the right panels with MaxDev. (a) Correlations for
the displacement of the visual target (TD, TMS experiment 1). (b) Correlations for the displacement of the visual feedback of the hand position (HD, TMS experiment 3).
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experiments (including the fMRI localizer) at least supports

different anatomical sites also for TMS experiment 3. It should

be noted that similar spatial resolutions of TMS have previously

been observed, for example, in motormapping studies investing

the separation between muscle representations (Wilson et al.

1993; Krings et al. 1998), visual suppression studies with 7-mm

grids (Thielscher et al. 2010), studies investigating the de-

pendence of phosphenes on coil position (Cowey 2005), and

TMS hunting procedures to localize PPC target sites (Ashbridge

et al. 1997). Clearly, TMS experiments generally do not qualify

for drawing conclusions about the 3D position of the

stimulated anatomical location. TMS solely provides a 2D focus

and always yields in stronger electric fields in more superficial

areas, even when they are not perfectly beneath the center of

the coil. However, a rigorous design as pursued in this study

provides additional information to control for this problem:

Demonstrating that optimal stimulation of adjacent, more

superficial sites does not result in behavioral impairment helps

to rule out that the TMS effect was caused by disruption of

these areas rather than the targeted area. In addition, the

distances between the fMRI peak activations and the TMS coil

were not significantly different between sites SPL and aIPS/

aSMG (data not shown).

Using individually adjusted stimulation intensities, we

excluded that TMS caused direct motor impairments that

would have biased our results. This was confirmed by the

absence of TMS effects when stimulating over the anterior SPL

(aSPL), which had a similar distance to the motor cortex (M1)

as the sites over the aIPS and aSMG. The correlation between

the individual TMS and fMRI effect strengths further argues

against any direct TMS effects on M1, just as the observation

that the initial movement period was unaffected by TMS

(Supplementary Data C.1). Likewise, for TMS experiments 1

and 2, putative effects of the magnetic stimuli on corrective eye

movements rather than reaching-related activity were carefully

ruled out (Supplementary Data C.2 and C.3). The magnetic

pulses were applied after the main saccade to the visual target

in all 3 TMS experiments. As TMS experiment 3 did not require

compensatory saccades, the reported results could not stem

from unintended effects on saccadic activity in first place.

Finally, also the spatial pattern of the observed TMS effects

(impact on the aIPS and aSMG but not on more posterior

control sites) argues against putative TMS effects on saccades

as a large body of literature shows that more posterior parts of

the PPC are involved in saccade processing (Simon et al. 2002;

Konen et al. 2004). The TMS studies in this field always tested

more posterior positions compared with our sites and offer

inconsistent results on whether left PPC TMS does affect

saccades processing (Van Donkelaar et al. 2000; Yang and

Kapoula 2004).

Desmurget et al. (1999) were the only group to date

demonstrating that TMS over the left IPS largely disturbed

online corrections in a visually perturbed reaching paradigm.

Using the coil positioning method reported in their study, we

stimulated sites over the aSPL and did not find any TMS effect.

The effects reported here for the neighboring sites aIPS and

aSMG are generally weaker, though in the usual range of TMS

studies targeting the PPC. However, there are several method-

ological differences between the studies that might have

contributed to the different results (e.g., spatial extent of the

magnetic field induced by the coil, direction of eye movements,

and restriction of movement). Importantly, in contrast to their

coil positioning strategy which did not take into account

interindividual differences in (functional) anatomy, our usage

of several stimulation sites allows for a spatially specific

mapping to neuroanatomy in respect to the cortical surface.

Furthermore, testing different perturbation paradigms enabled

us to functionally disentangle the identified regions.

Due to the specificity of area aIPS for actions related to

grasping objects that was found in some studies (Binkofski et al.

1998; Tunik et al. 2005; Culham et al. 2006; Rice et al. 2006),

this area is commonly regarded as a likely candidate for the

human homologue to the macaque’s anterior intraparietal area,

where neurons respond selectively to hand manipulation tasks

(Sakata et al. 1995). Apart from grasping studies, the in-

volvement of area aIPS has also been demonstrated in reaching

tasks, both with and without vision of the hand (Desmurget

et al. 2001; Filimon et al. 2007, 2009; Taubert et al. 2010). Tunik

et al. (2007) recently suggested that the aIPS is more generally

involved in online control of motor actions, independent of the

effectors that they demonstrated for finger position and wrist

orientation in grasping. Our results support this hypothesis by

providing direct evidence that it also applies to the hand

positioning for reaching, as demonstrated for both external and

body-related visual information. For displacement of the visual

target without visual feedback about the hand position, TMS

over the aIPS significantly impaired the end accuracy of

reaching. This suggests that TMS induced relatively long-lasting

effects in this specific task that required intact coordinate

transformations between the external visual and the body-

related proprioceptive information to be continuously main-

tained throughout the reaching movement. Anatomically, area

aIPS is part of the ventro-dorsal stream (Tanne-Gariepy et al.

2002; Rizzolatti and Matelli 2003; Verhagen et al. 2008) and

highly interconnected with the ventral premotor cortex

(Tomassini et al. 2007). This fronto-parietal circuit is associated

with transformations of spatial object locations in motor

commands and the adaptation of motor behavior to current

conditions by integrating visual information from the ventral

stream. This further supports a role of the aIPS in ‘‘dynamic,

goal-based, sensorimotor transformations’’ as suggested by

Tunik et al. (2007), in addition to the more short-termed

TMS effects over the aIPS with visual feedback of the hand

position.

Area aSMG has been mainly associated with tasks relying on

the integration of visual and proprioceptive/somatosensory

information such as hand-object interactions, grasping

(Nickel and Seitz 2005; Naito and Ehrsson 2006), and tool

use (Johnson-Frey 2004). Fewer studies demonstrated a role

of the SMG in reaching (Diedrichsen et al. 2005; Filimon et al.

2007). Diedrichsen et al. (2005) showed that parts of the

aSMG exhibited enhanced BOLD activity during the process-

ing of execution errors stemming from miscalibrated internal

models of body effectors (e.g., visual-proprioceptive mis-

match or altered limb dynamics). Thus, the aSMG might

contribute to maintaining coherent representations of body

effectors, including resolving discrepancies between

expected and actual states. Consistently, in our study,

displacement of the visual hand representation created

a visual-proprioceptive conflict and TMS disturbance of the

aSMG might have delayed the resolution of this conflict, thus

causing later online corrections. Alternatively, aSMG stimula-

tion might have interfered with bottom-up proprioceptive

information, which is conceptually distinct from disturbing
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visual--somatosensory interactions. However, this would rath-

er lead to an attenuation of the visual-proprioceptive conflict

and thus a reverse result pattern. Additionally, visual-plus-

somatosensory areas were found near the SMG (Bremmer

et al. 2001). Unlike Diedrichsen et al. (2005), we found that

the aSMG also contributed to the online corrections for

displacements of the visual targets. This discrepancy might

stem from methodological differences such as different

workspaces, or the restriction to fMRI group results versus

the assessment of interindividual differences in the aSMG

activations. Importantly, our TMS experiments confirmed the

causal contribution of aSMG for the correction to all visual

perturbations that we tested within the individual subject.

The enhanced BOLD activity for perturbed versus un-

perturbed reaching extended into the SPL. General reaching

(versus fixation) induced activations extending even more

medially and posteriorly in the PPC. Even though saccades

might have contributed to the more posterior SPL activations in

the latter case (Simon et al. 2002), this is consistent with the

common view that the SPL is involved in the planning and

control of reaching (Nickel and Seitz 2005; Culham et al. 2006;

Blangero et al. 2009; Chib et al. 2009). Using fMRI and a joystick

task adapted from macaque studies investigating the role of the

PPC in visuomotor coordinate transformations (Eskandar and

Assad 1999, 2002), Grefkes et al. (2004) suggested the medial

parts of the SPL and IPS to be the putative human homologues

to the macaque medial intraparietal area, which is part of the

parietal reach region. Anatomically, the SPL is part of the dorso-

dorsal stream (Tanne-Gariepy et al. 2002; Rizzolatti and Matelli

2003; Verhagen et al. 2008) and highly interconnected with the

dorsal premotor cortex (Tomassini et al. 2007). This fronto-

parietal circuit is associated with the involvement in non-

standard stimulus response mappings, online control of actions,

and the processing of visuospatial parameters for grasping

irrespective of the viewing conditions (please see Filimon

(2010) for a comprehensive review also covering the relation

between human and macaque data). Interestingly, in our case,

the absence of TMS effects above the SPL indicates that this

area might be more important for planning (Vesia et al. 2008)

than for online control. An alternative explanation could be

that areas contributing to the planning of reaching movements

are more superficial in the SPL than areas involved in online

control so that planning processes could be more easily

disturbed by TMS (Vesia et al. 2008). Regarding the differences

in TMS results in this study between SPL and aIPS/aSMG despite

similar distances between the fMRI peak activations and the

TMS coil (as already mentioned above) argues against this.

Furthermore, a recent fMRI study pointed out that the use of

finger pointing (as used in some fMRI studies in this field)

rather than normal reaching likely shifted the activations more

laterally in prior studies (Filimon et al. 2009). Both our fMRI

and TMS results indicate more lateral regions when comparing

perturbed versus unperturbed reaching but not for general

reaching. Thus, the differences between their and our results

likely stem from comparing online control versus reaching in

general, especially our TMS experiments demonstrate a specific

interference during the execution phase.

A number of studies report posterior parts of the PPC close

to the parieto-occipital junction being involved in reaching

(Diedrichsen et al. 2005; Karnath and Perenin 2005; Culham

et al. 2008). The use of simplified finger ‘‘reaching’’ without arm

transport (Culham et al. 2008) during fMRI is the likely cause of

why we missed these areas. It should be noted, however, that

the usage of finger ‘‘reaching’’ during fMRI does not confound

the results for the areas that we actually do report (aIPS and

aSMG), as TMS confirmed their involvement in fully fledged

reaching movements. In fact, our study strengthens the view

that these areas are involved in online control of movements

rather independent of the body effectors (hand for grasping,

arms for reaching, and fingers for ‘‘finger-reaching’’ or point-

ing), for example, to fine-tune movements in general.

To conclude, using a combination of fMRI localizer task

followed by TMS experiments, we demonstrated for the first

time a causal contribution of the aIPS and the aSMG to online

control of reaching. This underpins the hypothesis that a large

network forms the human functional equivalent to the

macaque’s network of ‘‘parietal reach regions’’ and that this

network extends even further inferior than previously thought.

Furthermore, we demonstrated that accounting for interindi-

vidual differences when investigating the human PPC can

reveal the involvement of subregions that are otherwise missed

on the group level and that deriving TMS stimulation sites

based on individual functional neuroanatomy is a more

effective approach than other selection of stimulation sites.

In future, this approach can be used to further disentangle the

PPC subregions integrating different sensory modalities in

reaching and grasping. fMRI allows to localize putative key

areas with high spatial resolution, while subsequent individu-

alized TMS can be used to confirm their causal contribution to

the task under study.
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